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Abstract : 

Atl reaction products in the range from target- and orojectite-tike to 

fission-Like fragment*; «ere measured for the system Kr + At at 

5.9 MeV/u beam energy. They are assigned to the various reaction mecha

nisms or. the basis of expérimental signatures (energy dissip.it ion, mass 

and angular distribution). The sun of the measured partial cross sections, 

including the evaporation residue yield obtained previously/ agrees »"th 

the total reaction cross section derived f'-on r-lastic scatterinci. A :waLl 

fast-fission component was found, discernible from dcep-inelasr'c reac

tions by its 1/sin8 angu'.ar distribution, and distinguished from compound-

nucleus fission by an m;:rimrilplr mass asymmetry relaxation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Tha motive for this work was to deteraine experimentally the contribu

tions of the various reaction mechanisms in a heavy-Ion reaction and to 

compare then with predictions of reaction models. The availability of the 

evaporation residue cross section from an earlier experiment 111 and tn* 

possibility to obtain «ore data in the context of a systematical investi

gation \Z, 51 of fission reactions for system* with mass A * 110 were reasons 

for choosing the reaction Kr * At at 5.9 Hev/u incident energy. 

In this paper we report results of cross section measurements for 

reaction products with I - 10 to around 40 y covering the range from target-

and projectile-like fragments to those from symmetric compound-nucleus fission. 

We discuss the decomposition of these cross sections and the assignment t" 

different mechanisms on the basis of experimental signatures, such as Hi* 

energy dissipation, the mass and the angular distributions of the nroducts. 

One aspect of the data is particuLarLy interesting. Aside from quasieUsi i*., 

deep inelastic and compound-nucleus fission reactions an additional fwwiwi-' 

can be separated, tt is characterized by a 1/sinÇ anguler distribution 

indicating a relatively Long-lived intermediate state. On the other hand, 

the corresponding î-dîstribution peaks near the projectile and tr* tnr«v*i, 

i.e. it shows only a small drift in the «ass asymmetry coordinate. He interi'i <M 

this component as being due to the reaction mechanism usually called fact 

fission I 4 |, quasi-fission or dynamical fission • 5 |. Because of it*? sm.i'.l p»a«-.-

drift 1t can be distinguished clearly from compound-nucleus fission in llii<-

systen where the entrance channel mass asynnetry is relatively Unir. l M r 

is in contrast to the corcnon situation in medium-weight systems/ wmt •* lh>-

mass distribution for fast-fission products merges with (hat from coMpounil-

nucleus fission. 
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In the following sect. 2 we describe the experimental procedure. 

The decomposition of the reaction cross section is discussed In sect. 3, 

and a summary is given in sect. 4. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
Z 7Al targets (300 to 500 pg/cm2) were bombarded by a 5.94 HeV/u M K r 

bean from the heavy-ion accelerator UNILAC at GSI Darmstadt. The average 

projectile energy in the target was approximately 490 WeV. Two AE-E ionization 

chambers of a type as described in ref- ( 11 were used to detect to identify 

the reaction products in the angular range from 3* to 30* and 30* to 6 0 % 

respectively. Typical AE-E spectra are shown in Fig. 1. Ionization chambers 

have a Limited dynamic range and special care had to be taken to adjust the 

gas pressure In the chamber in order to record all products of Interest. The 

spectrum In Fig. 1b, taken at relatively low pressure, focustas on high-Z 

fragments. With higher pressure (Fig. la? it is possible to measure the fission 

fragments around Z - Z.^/2 = 24.5, half the atomic number of the compound 

nucleus <CN). for target-like product-: the E signal was obtained from a solid 

state detector Located in the rear of the chamber. 

Since the projectile is heavier than the target, there are generally two 

klnematlcaL solutions for a given two-body reaction at a given angle of obser

vation. In this experiment only the high-energy component was measured. This 

corresponds to recording essentially nnly the forward hemisphere in the centcr-

of-«ass frame. Angle-integrated cross sections for each product Z-value could 

be determined, since the angular distributions either turned out to be 

strongly peaked within the measured r nge, or they could be described using 

a dependence dti/dfi - 1/sinB (see sect. 3)- In the latter case, the total cross 
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section uas calculated from the differential cross sections extrapolated to 

0* by neons of a relation derived by Bangert |61 : 

o = Il/(y + 1» 1 • — « l a h = 0") 
d6 

Kith V = I CA^j/A^) • E c n/CE c n • «) I
 1 / Z 

(The réaction is A,<A.,.A_)A, in «ass timbers). 

The relative nornalization of the angular distributions vas obtained 

Ming the integrated beam current and tbe count rate of nonitor detectors. 

The absolute cross section scale uas determined from a comparison with 

Rutherford scattering at forward angles. 

Elastic scattering vas measured simultaneously with the reaction 

producta. From the quarter point in the angular distribution one deduces the 

grazing angle B » 9.S* lab (41° center of mass). An optical-mdel fit 

With the code GENOA 17 | fusing the parameters V = 100 NeV, V = 61.5 NeV, 

r • r « 1.02 in, a • a^ = 0.69 fm, r £ • 1.<5 fn) uas used to derive the 

reaction cross section. The result of o R = 1730 rib corresponds to L • 79 fl 

In a sharp-cutoff aodel. 

S. RESULTS AM> INTERPRETATION 

For heavy-ion collisions at energies slightly above the Coulomb barrier 

one expects two general types of reactions, scattering and capture. Scattering 

comprises quasielastic and deep-inelastic reactions. Ihey are characterized by 

the fact that a ejcnory of the entrance channel is preserved in the angular 
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distributions as well as in the KISS asymmetry of the fragments. Capture, 

on the other hand, denotes formation of a compound nucleus, which decays 

later by fission or particle evaporation independently of the entrance 

channel. In addition, this term also embraces a type of interaction, where 

the two nuclei tra captured into a relatively long-lived dinuclear state. 

The systea rnaparates after a considerable transfer of aies* between the 

reaction partners. The information about the entrance channel is lost to a 

large extent as far as the angular distributions are concerned. However, the 

interaction tine is usually not long enough for the nss asymmetry degree of 

freedom to equilibrate. Such a median ism is usually called fast fission, 

quasifiision or dynamical fission, since the reaction producta rasemple 

those from compound-nucleus fission in some respect, and very different degraas 

of mass asymmetry relaxation have been observed, depending on the tntrance 

channel maas asymmetry 18J. The explanation of the relative strength of the 

various types of reactions and their variations as a function of the entrance 

channel parameters is subject of detailed dynamical nodels of heavy-ion colli

sions. For the case of the present reaction we try to decompose the reaction 

crotJ% section into different components on the basis of criteria derived 

fro» the general picture outlined here. 

In F1g. 1 one observes a minimum in the intensity between 

reaction fragments with energies close to that of the projectile and those 

with larger energy loss. It suggests itself to use the corresponding «-value 

<« = - 25 MeV) to separate the quasielastic reactions. However, this can only 

be considered as an operational definition, since the minium disappears at 

angles smile1* than the grazing angle. For ouasielastic reactions one obtains 

a Z-distribut1on Halted to the close vicinity of the projectile <Z • 34-39) 

and, correspondingly, of the target. The angular distributions of these products 

show a narrow peak forward of the grazing angle (B____»_ * '.5* lab). 



The angular distributions of the remaining products (with Û < - 25 HeV> 

are shown in Fig. 2. Those in the vicinity of the projectile <2 = 35 - <Q) 

exhibit a sharp maximum forward of the grazing angle. This is typical of 

deep-inelastic reactions. Around Z = 2rJ2 * z " 18-32) one observes broad 

angular distributions/ uhich can be described by da/d8 *• 1/sin6 in the center 

of «ass. Thfs is shown 'iy the full lines in Fig. 2 which include a weighted 

averaging over the observed Q-values as outLined in ref. ( 9 I. Such a behavior 

is expected for fission reactions. For intermediate atonic numbers (Z = 33, 34 

and 16, 17> both components are present. It is remarkable, however, that 

target- and projectile-like fragments do also have a broad background of 

a 1/sinB component In their angular distributions. This is particularly 

obvious for the target-like fragments CZ = 10 ... 15) due to the kinematicaL 

conditions in the present experiment. It leads to the surprising fact that 

target-like products are observed at forward angles with considerable cross 

section. 8 L a h - 10° for I = 13 corresponds to a backscattering of the 

projectile Into 9.,, • 155°. 

A decomposition into deep-inelastic reactions, fast and compound-

nucleus fission could in principle be based on the angular or on the 

{-distributions of the products. Since the Z-distributions of different 

mechanisms overlap and since, in particular, that for fast fission is not 

known a priori, we proceed via the angular distributions by subtracting a 

T/sinB component in each case as indicated in Fig, 2. This t* equivalent to 

a decomposition into short and long interaction times. The result of this 

procedure it. shown in the Z-d"5tributîon of the products ifii. 3 ) . The 

striking fact is that the long-lived reactions do not only entend te fragmen

tations in the vicinity of target and projectile as already nH-mioned, but 

that there Is also a second relative maximum at asymmetry besides the 



and unfold the Z-distribution of the long lived reactions further as Indicated 

in Fig. 3. For the compound-nucleus fission distribution a width as observed 

In reactions with lighter projectiles has been assumed. 

Systems with «ass asymmetry similar to the one under discussion also 

exhibit broad and forward peaked angular distributions e.g. a t A g + Ar [ 10 | 

and a Ag + Ne 1111 r In particular the latter one extends to large angles 

for projectile-like fragments. Here, decomposition of the angular distributions 

seems possible too, where the forward and 1/sinB part are indicative of short 

and long interaction time/ respectively. However, such decomposition has not 

been attempted yet. 

A simUarLy separable asymmetric fast-fission component was also found | 3 ] 

in the system Kr+ Mg. It is interesting to note that the ratio between 

compound-nucleus and fast fission is very similar in both systems, despite the fact 

that their absolute cross sections differ by a factor of 5. The admixture of fast 

fission leads to an increase in the width of the fission-like cross section 

distribution compared to that expected for pure compound-nucleus fission. 

This is one of the effects on the basis of which the presence of this reaction 

mechanism was diagnosed initially |9|. Experimentally one finds that for a 

given total Z = Z_. + Z_ the contribution of fast fission increases when going 

to more symmetric entrance channels. This trend manifests itself in a drastic 

increase (by nearly a factor of 2> of the width of the fission peak in the 

product mass distribution as shown in Fig. 4 (taken from ref. IZ 13 -

The average Q-values determined for the compound-nucleus and fast-

fission products in the angular range of the 1/sinB behavior are shown in 

Fig. 5- They have been corrected for neutron evaporation in an approximate 

way | ° | . As can be seen the kinetic energy above the Coulomb barrier is compte-
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toly di l t ipated in the whole Z-range. The variance of the Z-distribution is 

approximately constant <o E =9«eWover the saae range. The shi f t of the conter 

of the «rvalue distr ibution by 1 to 2 z - u i i t s to below Z c ( ) « can be explained 

by charged-particle evaporation. 

The cross sections for deep-inelastic reactions are obtained free) the 

angular distribution of the products with o < - 25 HeV after the subtraction 

of the 1/sinB coaponant. The resulting z-distribution i t narrowly concentrated 

around the project i le (and the target) as shown in Fig. 3 . There i s , however/ 

• shi f t of the centrold towards larger z-values by roughly one Z-unit . A simi

lar behavior has been reported by Nagame et a l . | island AgarwaL et i l . [13] 

for the neighbouring systems Ne + zno and 0 + Mo. Such a tendency 

toward! asymmetry 1i Indeed expected from the potential energy surface (PES) 

e1 ths dinuclear syitem as a consequence of the N/z-equilibration. That t h l • 

trend is not cancelled by a shift towards symmetry in later stages of the 

coll ision is probably due to the fact that the PES is relat ively shaUou in 

A-dlreetlon. 

A summery of the cross sections for the individual reaction aecnanism 

as defined by the preceding argumentation is contained in Table 1 . The reac

tion cross section derived fro» the optical model f i t to the elastic scattering 

1 * accounted for by the sua of the measured cross sections. I t I s ccaawnly 

assuaed that the reaction mechanism in a heavy-ion coll ision is determined 

rather uniquely by the impact parameter or the angular nonentuo. The individual 

cross sections are arranged correspondingly in Table I . The L values 

l isted are calculated assuming a sharp-cutoff model. 

There are various theoretical estimates for the c r i t i ca l L•values 

separating the different types of reactions. From a trajectory calculation 

| 1 * I one obtains L • 7011 as the maximum angular momentum, leading to capture. 
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The corresponding value calculated within the extra-push nodeI |15 | is 63 ti 

in the sliding condition and 71 "fi in the rolling condition. It has been 

pointed out in ref. |16 I that the sliding condition is appropriate to 

reproduce systematically measured fusion-evaporation cross sections. The 

model of Grégoire (17 | yields 71 "fi for the upper limit for capture. The latter 

model also gives an idea of how to expLain the asymmetric iast fission reac

tions observed here. Within capture in the sense defined above the rotating-

Liquid-drop model | 181 predicts an upper angular momentum limit of 63 Ti for the 

stability of the compound nucleus against fission and predicts an evaporation 

residue cross section, which, as discussed in ref. |1 ] overestimates sliphtly 

the experimental value. Within scattering in the sense defined above a value 

of 240 mb is predicted for quasieLastic reactions by the model of Westmeier and 

Brosa 119]. The deviation from the experimental value in Table I might not be 

significant in view of the difficulty in defining the quasielastic and deep-

inelastic ranges and considering the fact that the cross section for Z = 36 

had to be interpolated. 

4, SUMMARY 

In this experiment we tried to determine the cross sections of all 

reaction channeLs in a typical heavy-ion reaction. Using the experimental 

information contained in the energy dissipation, the mass and the angular 

distributions, the reaction cross section can be decomposed into contributions 

of various reaction nechanisms : quasielastic and deep-inelastic scattering on 

the one hand, and capture reactions induding fast-fission and compound-

nucleus formation on the other. 
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ft fast-fission contribution can be found in the present reaction 

system, although Its cross section is moderate at the Incident energy 

chosen. As discussed in the preceding section it is Identified unambiguously 

as a fully damped reaction component distinguished from deep-lneLaatlc 

products by a 1/sin8 angular distribution and from compound-nucleus fission 

by a different 2-distribution due to an incomplete mass asymmetry retaxation. 

Fron Investigations of deep-inelastic reactions it Is known that at 

Large energy losses the angular distributions become very broad and even 

Indicate scattering to negative angles. In view of this, the decomposition 

into short and long interaction times as suggested in this paper might be a 

more generally applicable concept. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. I : AE-E spectrum of the reaction products taken at 8. , = 11" with 

an ionisation chamber at two gas pressures. 

Tig. 2 : Angular distributions of products with Q < - 25 MeV. The cross 

sections are given in the Laboratory frame ; Only the high-

energetic of the two kinematicaL solutions is included. The full 

line represents a component with dn/df! ~ 1/sinB in the center-of-

mass system. The dashed Line d'-awn through the data points is 

used for integration purposes. 

Fig. 3 : Z-distribut ion <_f the angle-integrated cross sections : Full 

symbols and solid Lino for total element yields, open symbols 

and broken Lines for part ial cross sect ions (f and daqhed-dott pd 

line 1/sin9-components, if not coinciding with total yield ; 

:; and dotted line deep- inel ast ic comportant CblC) Q •: - 25 Hey, 

0 and dashed Line quasielartic component CQE) Q :• - ?5 M e W 

Fig. 4 : Widths (FWHM) of the mass distribution uf ( tie *• '. '••'- iun-1 ; kr nromiLLs 

as a function of the entrance channel mass asymmetry (defined as 

JA - A T|/<A + A )) for systems with n fi-,.,iity parameter x 

similar to that o' the presen rpaciinn (after Guillaume et 

al. [ 2 I). The widlhs 'J'p normal i.?"() to an c-citnticn energy 

conespondinn in T --- 1.6 MeV. The doited line-. indicate the 

nip̂ ti valuer d'-'I'J'f!! f«r :'ie (.wo nrmin^ of fûita. 

Fiq. 5 : Average Q-v.ilue^ Inr l !w *ission-l •: «• [•' <-<IUL! •., rc-nn-li'd for 

I-IPIII roti ey-iporal inn. Thr sol irl 1 inn rnpresft.ls thn Coulomh 

repulsion of 1 wo touch inrp sphnr ica\ line I n i. 
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